HOLIDAYS

VALENTINE'S DAY

SCRAMBLE GAME
Look at the letters around the picture. Try to rearrange them to fill in the blanks.

B
E
M
I
N

Only two hearts in the tree are exactly alike. Find them and colour the picture.

ant
van
tie
net
date
live
send
lend

Using just the letters in the words below, can you make at least 8 new words? You may only use a letter as many times as it is shown in the key words.

VALENTINE'S DAY

GIRLFRIEND
SROOHTUHCA
WISVDOVEUK
ENNEMXMAC
EGQKISSRI
TUPPYMTRD
SBOYFRIEND

love
ring
heart
kiss
dove
sweets
puppy
card
cupid
boyfriend
girlfriend

WORDSEARCH
Hunt for the words shown on the list, then circle them as you find them!